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Moved to S Italy, at New Spaceship Institute,  Man uses packets of Energy by eating 

other beings, this has to stop if want to go into space, energy from CO2,  Biggest problem 

of Earth is contamination of Environment by fossil fuels. Adding of CO2 to fuels to clean 

up cities, but you get a solid particle on the ground.  On this planet you have evolution, 

can't change mind from outside. 

Armand used Nano coated wires as connector wires in CO2 boxes, gets so much more 

Amino Acid.  How to achieve flight,  what is missing in flight. Cannot contain plasma in 

a matter container and attain flight. Get plastic tube, nano coat plastic, use to connect to 

reactor ...  this will move away from motors for rotation.   

Walls of Blood vessels is not matter but a Gans state. According to Mag state they allow 

nutrition's to pass.  When everyone gets technology no one can abuse another.  Use CO2 

Gans for energy instead of Fuel. If added to gas, reduce fuel consumption 70 - 80%. Have 

to get the ratio correct. Collect what comes out exhaust pipe, can even put it back into  

tank becomes stronger. Have to wash Gans from salt.    

Every material turned into a Gans is a star, full of Energy.  Institute will measure and 

research CO2 Gans as a food.   How to use system to influence humans to forget the 

"war",  to work for Peace.   Lot of schizophrenics criticism on internet.  Add CO2 to 

paints don't need thermo to heat house.   Is CO2 Gans dangerous?  Test it and let 

everybody else know.  Fear put into man for control. Your body has salt, contains nano 

material in form of Gans of CO2, Why should plasma of matter that you eat drink or 

breathe hurt you.  When you eat a leaf, you are eating Gans of CO2.  You do not need to 

eat the plant to get the energy.    Life starts when it (Amino Acid, fat layer) links up with 

an element.  In so many ways even the Gans has a soul.  Own entity.  even atom has soul, 

it can hold on to its own structure,  When you consume Gans, it does not destroy it.  You 

collect what you're able to receive.  Some top scientists around the world are willing join 

Foundation, USA has been offered.   Start mixing Gans material in the materials 

themselves, then don't need much energy.  Can paint Gans back on the wires, get super 

conductors at room temperature.  Armand dried the Gans.  Gans beer?  We don't yet have 

a tool that can measure both gravitational and magnetic fields. At moment we only 

measure current flow of electron. Need new systems to measure.    

PAIN: 

Our aura expands the length of the Universe.  In a way we feel each others pain, but our 

systems only register what is inside us.  We have become so selfish, we only want to feel 

our own pain and not others. We have chosen to ignore others pain.  

Keshe will show how to make Nano materials without caustic, natural way, will show in 

the future.   Nothing sticks to Nano layers. Your body does it itself.  It's a weapon 

technology if we show you now, can be abused. Third Reich still active in Austria and 

Germany, carry on what did before in different name.   Chinese are commercializing on 

basis of Foundation, sharing the technology. No fear of sharing knowledge.  Professors 

and doctors biggest block to themselves.  Have found a solution to Chemo side effects. 

(1:59:00)   Gans to reduce addictions, under trials.   In first year of University they will 

teach everything, then to specialize.  The CANCER cells from the beginning are already 

in the other organs, but through pain management the body masks the cancer until it 

reaches saturation point, then they say it has spread, but actually it was already there.  

Addiction to love, can Gans cure. (joke), elevate love to soul level and not use as a 



weapon, to give and withdraw.  What is love: "giving from your soul without expectation 

and freely".  How to measure love,  can measure through their blood. (7th Health 

Teaching on Heart), Blood feeds the emotional part of the man. You can measure even 

who you will be in love with... by MagGrav fields in blood of persons match.   Emotional 

part of relationship is the man, the physical part the woman, man gives the idea to the 

woman and she makes it her own.   Keshe doesn't believe in reincarnation in the totality, 

even though we are part of bigger body of Universe.  When we finish with this club we 

join another club.  Impossible to bring two cells back together again. The soul remains 

but physicality changes.  All information is in RNA of Amino Acid which is consumed, 

worm ate man, bird ate worm, etc.. all information there.  Soul collect and make a master 

soul, but can't differentiate which soul it came from.  The RNA from the parents are 

merged into the child, but go back only to the point where they have a common Mother.  

It's why you see diseases when families inter-marry to close to common ancestor.   Nasa 

says need to have  240 different races to have good gene bank in space.  (Did Noah come 

with 240 ??)  Its simultaneous different and yet one at same time.   Who carries Soul, no 

one, soul is independent outside physicality.   Soul have different levels of development.   

God will always have a partner.  Individuality comes from Totality not from singleness.  

Core Team, 12 individuals,  

ChemTrials if you add CO2 into fuel they go back into CO2,  

Positioning of MagGrav field to find location,  

Do not fear CO2 Gans it is part of your life now, experiment. 

 


